[Hemodynamic reserve in carotid surgery and the use of "superselective" shunt].
The aim of this study is to establish whether a preoperative evaluation of the Cerebral Hemodynamic Reserve, carried out by means of transcranial Doppler and SPECT with provocative test (acetazolamide) can single out those patients who, because they are supplied with a poor cerebral reserve, are truly in need of intraoperative shunting after carotid clamping. All patients were intraoperatively monitored by means of Somato Sensitive Evoked Potentials (SSEPs). Those patients who were shunted due to abnormalities in SSEPs were also those who showed a perfusion and velocity increase below 15%, and therefore supplied, in our opinion, with a scanty cerebral reserve. No, but one, neurological deficit appeared on awakening in patients who were not shunted.